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Abstract
Generation of random numbers is a critical compo-

nent of existing post-election auditing techniques. Recent
work has largely discouraged the use of all pseudorandom
number generators, including cryptographically secure
pseudorandom number generators (CSPRNGs), for this
purpose, instead recommending the sole use of observ-
able physical techniques. In particular, simple dice rolling
has received a great deal of positive attention [4, 6, 9].
The typical justification for this recommendation is that
those less comfortable with mathematics prefer a simple,
observable technique. This paper takes a contrary view.
Simple, observable techniques like dice rolling are not
necessarily robust against sleight of hand and other forms
of fraud, and attempts to harden them against fraud can
dramatically increase their complexity. With simple dice
rolling, we know of no techniques that provide citizens
with a reasonable means of verifying that fraud did not
occur during the roll process. CSPRNGs, used properly,
can be simple, robust, and verifiable, and they allow for
the use of auditing techniques that might otherwise be im-
practical. While we understand initial skepticism towards
this option, we argue that appropriate use of CSPRNGs
would strengthen audit security.

1 Introduction

A number of well-publicized reports have highlighted
flaws in existing electronic voting machines (for exam-
ple, [7, 5], among others), prompting calls for the use of
voter-verifiable paper ballots. Because software cannot
change a paper ballot already in a ballot box, auditors can
examine those ballots following an election to confirm
that software errors and fraud did not change the outcome.
To avoid the time and expense of counting all paper bal-
lots, auditors can manually review a subset of the ballots
to gain high statistical confidence that the electronically
tabulated preliminary outcome is correct. Existing law

and literature describe numerous auditing techniques. For
example, auditors may sample full precincts, individual
voting machines, or individual ballots for manual verifica-
tion.

If an adversary knows or can influence which subset
of ballots will be considered during the audit, that indi-
vidual can commit fraud in a manner that the audit will
not detect. For example, if officials will not examine any
ballots in a certain precinct, the adversary may cause that
precinct to report an altered tally without fear of discovery.
Even partial knowledge, such as knowledge of biases in
the selection algorithm, may be sufficient to undermine
the effectiveness of the audit. Therefore, subset selection
must be unpredictable. To achieve unpredictability, exist-
ing election auditing proposals rely on random sampling.1

Like auditing in general, selection of a random sample
may seem straightforward, but it is non-trivial in practice,
particularly if certain participants want to cheat. Numer-
ous attacks, from weighted dice to malicious software,
can bias a selection process. In addition, randomness is
not the only desirable property of sample selection (see
Section 3).

A number of recent papers encourage the use of dice
rolling techniques for sample selection and discourage
any processes involving computers. One even proposes a
legal ban on all computer-based pseudorandom number
generators, including cryptographically secure pseudoran-
dom number generators (CSPRNGs), in the audit process
[6]. In this paper we take a contrary view. Our three
primary contributions are:

• We detail limits to the security and practicality of
dice rolling.

1An auditing process need not involve randomness: for example, a
full manual count would require no randomness. Alternatively, if the set
of ballots to be verified depends on the preliminary electronic records
via a complicated function, we could make it infeasible to modify a
sufficiently large set of the ballots to change a race’s outcome without
detection. Here we assume that randomness is necessary.



• We address several misconceptions regarding
CSPRNGs.

• We propose means of using CSPRNGs for secure,
simple, and transparent sample selection.

Overall, we argue that debate on this topic has failed to
adequately weigh the benefits that CSPRNGs can offer
to election auditing. Used appropriately, CSPRNGs can
offer the desired properties as or more effectively than
other proposed options, including dice rolling, and they
can be invoked without requiring voters to trust that any
particular computer is operating correctly.

We focus on fraud rather than general error or reliability
issues, but this should not be interpreted as an indication
of the relative likelihood or importance of these problems.
Rather, someone looking to commit fraud would wish to
produce the hardest-to-detect set of errors yielding the
desired outcome. Therefore, in detecting worst-case fraud,
we implicitly seek all other forms of outcome-altering
error.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses randomness and pseudorandomness.
Section 3 describes necessary properties of sample se-
lection. Section 4 describes example selection processes
involving dice rolling alone and utilizing CSPRNGs, and
Sections 5 compares these processes in the context of our
necessary properties. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the
discussion.

Note Before proceeding, we wish to note that, if the
use of CSPRNGs is banned, simple dice rolling is one
option that election officials should consider. Cordero et
al. [4] assume that officials would be unwilling or unable
to use CSPRNGs properly and, given that assumption,
offer a careful analysis of the use of dice rolling and other
techniques in sample selection. We choose to critique
dice rolling largely due to its popularity, not because it is
necessarily worse than other observable options.

2 Randomness and Pseudorandomness

The term “pseudorandom,” as used by cryptographers,
may be misleading to a non-technical reader. Cryptogra-
phers refer to certain processes that generate a sequence
of numbers as cryptographically secure pseudorandom
number generators (CSPRNGs). Intuitively, a CSPRNG
expands a short random value, known as a seed, into
a longer sequence of numbers. That sequence is repro-
ducible given the seed, but given a good CSPRNG, a
minor change in the seed yields a very different sequence.
Therefore, if some minimum portion of the seed will be
chosen via an adequately random process, an adversary
would be unable to predict the resulting sequence prior

to seed generation—even if the adversary can influence
the remainder of the seed. Numerous important systems,
ranging from military communications systems to the en-
cryption that protects virtually all online transactions, rely
on the functionally equivalent security between “crypto-
graphically secure pseudorandom” and “random.”

The procedures used to generate the seed are important.
Officials should wait to generate a seed until all results
have been irrevocably committed. If an adversary can
change results after seed generation, he can cheat knowing
exactly which audit units will be selected for verification.
In general, officials should typically wait to generate a
seed until a set of random numbers is necessary. Also,
officials should generate a new seed whenever a new set
of random numbers is needed. These choices allow us to
generate and disclose any seeds publicly, yielding a more
transparent and trustworthy process than one relying on
the seed’s secrecy. We elaborate on seed generation in
Section 4.2.

Our discussion in this paper is limited to CSPRNGs and
should not be interpreted as an endorsement of all pseu-
dorandom number generators. Certain pseudorandom
number generators do not provide the necessary security
properties for auditing, and any method of generation—
pseudorandom or not—can be detrimental if used inap-
propriately.2 We argue only that proper use specifically of
CSPRNGs can strengthen the sample selection process.

3 Necessary Properties of Sample Selection

Cordero et al. [4] identify four desirable properties of
sample selection for auditing: simplicity, verifiability, ro-
bustness, and efficiency. We build on this list and modify
several of its definitions, resulting in a list of five proper-
ties that we consider necessary:

Unpredictability. An adversary should be unable to
acquire any advance knowledge regarding sample
selection that allows for a practical advantage in
committing undetected fraud.

Verifiability. Citizens must have some reasonable
means of gaining acceptable confidence that sam-
ple selection was not biased or otherwise affected by
“untrusted participants.” An untrusted participant is
not necessarily dishonest but simply someone that

2Rivest [11] proposes the use of a special-purpose, non-
cryptographic PRNG in the selection process and independently draws
several conclusions similar to those of this paper ([11] also seeks to
achieve a slightly different set of properties than this paper and focuses
more heavily on a specific PRNG than the general selection process). In-
deed, a CSPRNG is not strictly necessary: other special-purpose PRNGs
can potentially achieve all necessary properties for election auditing.
We cautiously focus on CSPRNGs primarily because, in addition to
meeting all necessary properties by definition, several CSPRNGs are
widely used, well-evaluated, and well-trusted.
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a citizen may not fully trust to protect her interests.
For example, you would probably not trust a stranger
with your life savings—even though that stranger
may actually be extremely trustworthy. Like [4], we
distinguish between verifiability and observability.
Observability does not necessarily make a process
verifiable. For example, sleight of hand dice tricks
may occur in plain sight.

Robustness. A single honest participant in the number
generation process should be sufficient to ensure a
fair sample selection even if all other participants
are dishonest. Therefore, if a citizen trusts even
one participant, that citizen should be able to trust
that the selection process is, at minimum, not biased
against that citizen’s preferred candidate.

Simplicity. The sample selection process must be
straightforward and understandable to all partici-
pants. More complex processes are more difficult
to follow and tend to result in more mistakes. Note
the difference between understanding the steps of
a process (for example, “flip a coin, record the re-
sult, repeat nine additional times”) and understand-
ing why the process meets all requirements (for ex-
ample, “the binomial distribution dictates that the
audit will uncover outcome-altering fraud with 95%
probability”), the latter of which would rule out vir-
tually all statistical audit processes. In addition, any
processes necessary for verifying appropriate sample
selection must be reasonably straightforward.

Efficiency. The process must not place unreasonable
expectations on the time and labor of participants or
observers.

We remove the requirement from [4] that most citizens
must fully understand why the process works. While this
property would be beneficial, many people do not under-
stand even the statistics underlying the audit process—
subtle issues can be tricky even for experts. If the algo-
rithms are publicly available and widely supported by
trusted, impartial experts in the field of cryptography, this
endorsement would be similar to allowing the statistics
community to supply its blessing for a statistical audit
process.

4 Two Sample Selection Processes

Assume that voting is complete, and officials are ready
to begin the audit process. Typically, all preliminary
results must be reported before sample selection can begin.
Otherwise, an adversary could wait until sample selection
is complete and report incorrect tallies only for audit units
that will not be examined. In [3], we propose techniques

for beginning the audit process before all preliminary
results are reported, but we ignore those techniques here
for simplicity.

Prior to beginning sample selection, officials need to
sequentially number all audit units, whether precincts,
voting machines, or ballots. This may be performed ex-
plicitly or implicitly: for example, precinct number three
may be the third precinct appearing in an alphabetically
ordered list of their names. The critical point here is
that this numbering be agreed upon and unchangeable
after the sampling process begins to prevent disagreement
over which audit unit to examine when a given number is
generated.

In this section, we describe two processes for generat-
ing random (or pseudorandom) samples. The first relies
on dice rolling alone to select a sample. The second
method uses dice in combination with a CSPRNG. In the
sections that follow, we compare both methods.

4.1 Simple Dice Rolling

We consider the method suggested in Cordero et al. [4]
but simplify or omit minor complications for brevity and
clarity. Assume that n audit units exist. For each digit
of n, officials require a single ten-sided die. If 100-999
audit units exist, officials require three dice; if 1,000-
9,999 audit units exist, officials require four dice. Each
die corresponds to a single digit of the numbers to be
generated and could be numbered as such. For example,
the die used to generate the ones digit could be numbered
0, 1, . . . , 9, and the die used to generate the hundreds
digit could be numbered 000, 100, . . . , 900. Cordero et al.
propose instead using die color to determine the digit a
die generates [4]; that option may be preferable in many
cases.

We assume that the number of participating officials
equals the necessary number of dice and that each official
receives a single die. For each number to be generated,
officials simultaneously roll their dice and select the corre-
sponding audit unit. If the numbers 7000-300-20-3 arise,
audit unit 7,323 will be selected. If the numbers 4000-
000-50-2 arise, audit unit 4,052 will be selected. For each
additional sample to be drawn, officials must simultane-
ously roll their dice an additional time. Therefore, if fifty
audit units are to be drawn, officials must roll their dice
and record the results fifty times.

Officials need to re-roll if they generate the same num-
ber multiple times or if the number generated is greater
than the number of audit units. For example, officials
would re-roll if they generate the number 1,743 twice or
if 5,000 audit units exist and the rolls yield the number
6,449. Cordero et al. propose a more efficient method that
reduces the number of necessary re-rolls [4]. We omit
these details and, to allow for a fair comparison, assume
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that re-rolls are never necessary.

4.2 Dice Plus CSPRNGs

Our proposed process has three steps. First, certain in-
terested parties—potentially including election officials,
party officials, candidates, and concerned citizens—roll
dice in private to generate sequences of numbers. Second,
officials enter those sequences into a computer that com-
bines them to produce a seed for a CSPRNG. Finally, the
computer uses a CSPRNG to select audit units for review.

The first step is entirely manual and occurs before sam-
ple selection is to begin. The state gives each participant
in the seed generation process a set of five ten-sided dice,
with each die having a different color than the four oth-
ers, and a recording sheet. The recording sheet contains
five columns, each labeled with a different die’s color,
and ten rows. Officials may distribute these items during
training sessions or via mail. If desired, a participant may
replace any of the dice with ones from any source that
the participant prefers, including trusted party officials.
Once a set of dice is chosen, each participant must depart
to a private location, such as her home. The participant
should roll her dice in unison and record each die’s value
in the record sheet column corresponding to its color.3

This roll-and-record process should be repeated nine ad-
ditional times—ten in all—for a total of fifty generated
values. Once complete, the participant should sign and
fold her record sheet, place it in an envelope, and sign
the sealed envelope. Upon arrival at the sample selection
site, she should deposit her envelope in a transparent, pub-
licly observable locked box at the site.4 She should not
share her generated numbers with others until her sheet is
revealed.

For the remainder of the process, a single comput-
ing device—a general-purpose computer or a simple
special-purpose device—loaded with sample selection
software will be necessary. The sample selection software
will create the seed from user-input data and use a pre-
programmed CSPRNG with the seed to select a sample.
The selection process does not require that citizens place
any trust in this computer or the software loaded to it:
the process allows anyone to verify that the computer’s
output is correct.

The second step of the process occurs when sample

3If concerns exist that participants may write their numbers am-
biguously (whether purposely or not), fill-in-the-bubble sheets or other
designs may mitigate the issue. To help prevent such problems, usability
experts should review record sheets prior to their use.

4We assume that the period of time between depositing the envelope
in the box and the sample selection process itself is short enough that
the participant can reasonably monitor the box. If the envelope is to
remain in the box for an extended period of time, careful consideration
must be given to means of ensuring the physical security of the record
sheets.

selection is to begin and results in the production of a
seed. Officials unlock the box and remove the envelopes
in alphabetical order by participant name. When an enve-
lope is removed, officials open it and unfold the record
sheet in the presence of observers, who may photograph
or videotape the sheets, envelopes, and general process.
As soon as is practically feasible and before election re-
sults are confirmed, the contents of the sheets should be
made easily accessible to the public. Officials enter the
sequence of numbers contained on a sheet row-by-row
into the computing device immediately after the sheet’s
envelope is opened. Once sequences from all sheets have
been entered, the computer combines the values into a
seed for a CSPRNG.5

The final step of the process occurs immediately af-
ter the seed becomes available. The computer uses the
CSPRNG, the number of audit units, and the seed to se-
lect a sample of audit units based on the number assigned
to each unit.6 As with the record sheets, observers may
view, copy, or photograph the generated numbers from
the medium on which they are displayed. This set of
numbers should be made public before election results
are confirmed.

States may wish to allow (or encourage) participants
to generate a limited number of additional record sheets
using a method of the participant’s choice, such as coin
flipping. Given appropriate methods for combining num-
bers into a seed, adding additional record sheets cannot
decrease the randomness of the resulting seed. Therefore,
even if someone were to place non-random values on her
record sheet, the resulting seed would be no less random
than if the manipulated values were excluded.

If a new sample is needed at another point during the
audit process, officials may need to generate a new seed.
If anticipated, it may be beneficial for participants to
generate multiple record sheets prior to sample selection.
In practice, however, we anticipate that usually only a
single set of numbers will be necessary.

Clear alternatives exist to the described proposal, in-
cluding using fewer or more dice. As with any generation
method, usability testing would be critical in determining
the optimal process.

5For more technical readers: a standard cryptographic hash function
such as SHA-256 could combine sequences into a seed. Note that, if
the CSPRNG used accepts sufficiently large seeds, the contents of the
record sheets could be used directly as the seed, avoiding the combina-
tion process. Technically, this could produce a slightly more “random”
process, but this difference is of little practical significance.

6The CSPRNG can be designed not to output duplicate numbers,
avoiding the need for “re-rolling.” Use of nearly any popular CSPRNG
would suffice, including the generation methods suggested in FIPS
186-2 [8].
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5 Comparison of Processes

We now compare both processes described in the previ-
ous section based on the properties set forth in Section 3.
We consider the merits and drawbacks of both processes
based on details of the processes alone, but we note that
pilot tests may be the most meaningful method for com-
paring simplicity and efficiency.

5.1 Unpredictability

Encyclopedia Britannica [1] describes numerous methods
for cheating with dice. Some tricks would be obvious
even to a careless observer, but some are quite subtle. A
dishonest official skilled with sleight of hand may be able
to substitute crooked dice in and out or to use other tricks
to bias the sample selection. Even the ability to make cer-
tain sides of a die sticky can bias the roll, and an official
could “accidentally” touch glue and transfer that glue to
sides of a die. Mitigation techniques exist, such as storing
and rolling dice inside a clear canister, but we have diffi-
culty imagining a process that is provably not subject to
clever, novel forms of fraud, particularly when the poten-
tial for collusion between some subset of officials exists.
If a dishonest individual could potentially introduce bias
in the process, it is not necessarily unpredictable.

The CSPRNG selection process described in Sec-
tion 4.2, however, allows each participant sufficient in-
fluence on the seed to ensure that the CSPRNG’s output
is unpredictable.7 The system is unpredictable assuming
that at least one individual generates a record sheet hon-
estly based on the specified process and that the contents
of the sheet remain unknown to others until its envelope
is opened. As a safeguard, the process uses far more
rolls than is strictly necessary. This choice provides suf-
ficient randomness even if the participant unknowingly
uses extremely biased dice.8 Although the process already
mitigates bias, a participant suspicious of the provided
dice can have them examined or simply replace them with
dice distributed by political parties or others. Finally, con-
cerned participants can generate additional sheets using
alternative methods. Therefore, the resulting set of se-
lected audit units will be unpredictable to all other parties
regardless of their behavior. Each participant’s numbers
can only increase the randomness of the seed produced
by the combination process, and even a single properly
generated sheet can ensure a sufficiently random seed.

7For more technical readers: each record sheet contains up to 166
bits of entropy.

8Even if each die can only generate three of the ten numbers at
random, a cheater would be unable to gain any practical advantage
without advances in the state of the art. Depending on the level of bias
deemed imperceptible, fewer or more rolls might be useful. In addition,
because record sheets are public, anyone can analyze their contents for
evidence of heavily biased dice.

Therefore, each official has the ability to make the sample
selection process unpredictable.

5.2 Verifiability
Cordero-style dice rolling is also not necessarily verifiable.
Suppose that every citizen—or a trusted party acting on
the citizen’s behalf—can observe the roll process, study
security measures, and rigorously test the dice. In this
case, no proof exists that the dice examined are the same
dice in the same state as those rolled. Even with cam-
eras focused on her, a dishonest participant may be able
to swap altered dice in and out during the roll process.
Alternatively, an official could imperceptibly rub an ad-
hesive from the side of a die before returning it. Because
parties cannot simultaneously examine the dice, the first
to examine the dice could potentially swap or modify
them.9 Finally, even fair dice may be subtly rolled in a
manner that biases the results—even casinos use special
tables and impose additional requirements to counter this
possibility [1]. Mitigation techniques may increase the
level of sophistication necessary to perform fraud, but
these techniques also may increase cost and complexity
or make verification more difficult for an average citizen.

CSPRNGs offer greater verifiability than pure dice
rolling. The process of opening the envelopes is more
transparent to observers than a roll process, in which ob-
servers must trust that all dice are fair and that all officials
roll them fairly. The contents of record sheets can imme-
diately be made public, copied by observers, posted to
the Internet, etc. The results of the seed construction and
CSPRNG algorithms are determined solely by the num-
ber of audit units and the contents of the record sheets,
and these algorithms should be made public. Therefore,
any individual could run the algorithms in her preferred
format with these numbers to verify that the sample is
correct. Each major political party in addition to con-
cerned citizens could provide an implementation of the
algorithms in a user-friendly format. For example, users
might be able to enter data into a web page and get back
the appropriate sample, and computers at public libraries
could allow users to access such web pages. The only
portion of this process that is not entirely verifiable is the
seed generation. As we argue in the preceding and follow-
ing subsections, a single honest participant can prevent
any number of dishonest participants from biasing seed
selection.

5.3 Robustness
Cordero-style dice rolling is not robust against someone
that can somehow predict or influence a die. Assume that

9This may be accidental: a test that I conduct may destroy evidence
of value to a future tester.
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the attacker can influence the roll of a single die such that
it will never generate a number under five (or 50, 500,
etc.). Even if he does not know which digit that die will
generate, he could freely commit fraud in all audit units
numbered only with digits under five—for example, 4,444
or 1,420, but not 1,429. Given any simple correspondence
between number rolled and audit unit selected, we can
imagine similar tricks.

The CSPRNG process does not suffer from this short-
coming either. Recall that each participant has sufficient
influence on the seed to ensure an unpredictable sample
selection process. Therefore, if a citizen trusts at least one
participant to protect his interests, that citizen can trust
the participant to ensure that the process is, at minimum,
not biased against his interests. This characteristic makes
the scheme robust. Even if all other participants besides a
single individual actively seek to undermine the process,
that individual can thwart any malicious goals. This is a
substantial improvement over Cordero-style dice rolling,
in which one official alone can significantly bias sample
selection.

5.4 Simplicity

Cordero-style dice rolling is extremely straightforward.
Additional safeguards to ensure other properties might
decrease simplicity, but the original process is fairly clear.
This is an attractive property, since no procedure will be
adopted unless officials can reasonably be expected to
follow it.

While the example CSPRNG process is not as straight-
forward as Cordero-style dice rolling, it is not particularly
complicated and could be easily demonstrated. Essen-
tially, participants must roll and record five dice ten times,
place record sheets in an envelope and locked box, and
enter the rolled numbers into a computing device. While
maintenance of the computing device may require ad-
ditional steps, these steps seem reasonable for officials
trusted to set up electronic voting machines. Adding
CSPRNGs to the audit process yields only a mild increase
in the complexity of that process.

5.5 Efficiency

Because each official rolls a die once for each sample
item drawn, Cordero-style dice rolling rapidly becomes
inefficient for larger samples. Even if an official could
roll and record a die once every five seconds, selection
of less than 400 audit units would require more than half
an hour of continuous rolling. If a process requires exces-
sive time, its tedium might lead to mistakes and shortcuts
by participants as well as oversights by observers, both
of which are particularly dangerous for unverifiable pro-

cesses.10 Unfortunately, this means that closer contests
requiring larger sample sizes are precisely those for which
Cordero-style dice rolling is most inefficient and danger-
ous. Additional security measures could exacerbate this
inefficiency.

Inefficiency also poses a problem for some promising
auditing proposals and suggestions. Several recently pro-
posed schemes require generation of a random number
for each audit unit [10, 3]. For a statewide race in New
Jersey, given the characteristics described in [2] (approxi-
mately 6,300 precincts, 700 voters per precinct, and 50%
turnout), this would require hours of continuous rolling
if audit units were precincts and months of continuous
rolling if units were individual ballots. Thus, requiring
Cordero-style dice rolling would effectively amount to a
ban on these promising techniques. In addition, Norden
et al. [9] suggest sampling at the state level and sampling
individual machines rather than precincts, both of which
could increase the sample sizes that a process must han-
dle. While Cordero-style dice rolling may be acceptable
in certain cases for which a small or even medium quantity
of random numbers is necessary, it seems unacceptable
in a number of reasonable cases and may prevent other
beneficial changes in election auditing.

The proposed CSPRNG process typically requires ex-
actly fifty rolls from each participant regardless of sample
size. The various proposals discussed in the previous para-
graph would not necessitate an increase in manual effort
for sample selection. In addition to fifty rolls, officials
must enter the record sheets’ contents into a computer,
and participants that generate extra record sheets will ap-
ply additional effort. Nevertheless, these are upfront costs
that do not increase with the sample size. We expect that,
when the required sample size reaches several hundred
or more, the number of rolls required by Cordero-style
dice rolling would make that process less efficient than
the example CSPRNG process.

6 Conclusion

Recent work has advised against the use of all pseudoran-
dom number generators, including CSPRNGs, in the audit
process. Some work has gone so far as to call for a ban
that would include CSPRNGs [6]. We appreciate these
concerns and understand (and even support) a healthy
reluctance on the part of election officials and citizens,
particularly given recent issues with the use of technology
in the voting process. In this paper, however, we have
argued that the use of CSPRNGs can result in a process
that is more secure and transparent than Cordero-style
dice rolling. CSPRNGs can increase the unpredictability

10Each official could roll multiple dice, but this only cuts the length
by a small factor and still requires a tedious process.
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and robustness of the sample selection process, and unlike
Cordero-style dice rolling, such a process is verifiable by
voters. Larger sample sizes, as required to audit closer
races, could be impractical for Cordero-style dice rolling,
and a ban on CSPRNGs could also equate to an effective
ban on several promising audit methods. Given the advan-
tages that CSPRNGs can provide, careful consideration
of their appropriate use and further testing would be of
far greater benefit than a ban on their use.
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